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were not the best people at finding
early adventures of the mighty warrior,
but if youve been craving the
darkstalkers comics, we may just have
some good news for you. a publisher
called udon is collecting the comics
from the original roster of characters in
a new collection titled the official
complete works: darkstalkers, volume
1. the collection is currently in the
middle of its kickstarter campaign,
which will end on november 12th, so if
you want to get a copy of the collection
from udon, you have three weeks to
get your pledge in. if that doesnt excite
you as much as it should, well, here is
some of what the manual says about
the comics the first darkstalkers game
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debuted in the arcades in september of
1997. though it did not sell well and
met with mixed critical reviews, it gave
birth to a number of characters that
went on to become favorites in the
street fighter series. udon publishes
the largest installment of the
darkstalkers comic book series to date!
featuring darkstalkers creator yuji
uekawa, the book tells the story of the
darkstalkers that began it all.
presented in three acts, readers
discover how the first darkstalkers
came to be and go on an artistic
adventure that features new and never-
before-seen artwork. this section
contains a glossary and overview of the
series' main characters. following that,
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it is time to delve into the bulk of the
book. each darkstalkers character has
their own section with a key visual,
promotional piece, and creator profile.
the sections are kept fairly brief, in
most cases around three pages, but
contain quite a bit of information.
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the darkstalkers characters are
displayed with all of their variations,

including poses, expressions, and
costumes, as well as all of the outfits
from the game. as a result, the book

looks like an encyclopedia of the
characters. a brief history of the
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darkstalkers franchise is given with a
few pages, and most of the pages are
dedicated to one character. in addition

to the character pages, there are
pages with information on the

darkstalkers universe, soul calibur, soul
calibur ii, soul calibur iii, soul calibur iv,

and hyperdimension neptunia. the
breath of fire series and devil may cry
games are not covered in detail. the

art book features character and
monster designs from all three

darkstalkers game series, along with
the japanese version of characters

from devil may cry. the art book also
contains concept artwork for the

upcoming darkstalkers 4 game and the
black dragon chronicles comic book.
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the manga collection features
everything you could ever want to

know about the games and characters
in a simple, easy to read format.

there's even a bonus, having art from
the original japanese darkstalkers

manga published in otome hyakunenki
magazine. the resident evil 6 artworks
book will contain a complete concept

and illustration collection from the
game, and darkstalker artworks, an
english version of vampire artworks,

will include a new darkstalkers/vampire
savior artwork collection. 5ec8ef588b
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